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Faculty
Members to Take
Leaves Next Year
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community for their support

ELISEM. BATES

years.
throughout the past
"We appreciate the opportunity
granted us to serve Wooster, and we
will treasure the many happy memories of our common endeavors.
When I became president, I told the
board of my intention to return to
the classroom before the end of my
career, and I appreciate the board's
willingness to honor this request-- "
Copeland said that he wanted to
make a formal announcement of his
decision this far in advance so that
"faculty, alumni, and friends might
know of my plans and in order to
assure a smooth transition."
Jack Dowd of Cleveland, vice
chairperson of the board and a senior partner of Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey of Cleveland, has been
appointed' to chair the committee
that will conduct the search for
Copeland's successor.
Dowd will review the search process used in the past at the College
and will recommend a process to
the board. The remaining members
of the search committee will be appointed at a later time, and the actual search for the next president
will not begin until the spring of

Voice Staff Writer
Seventeen members of Wooster's
faculty will be on leave during the
1992-9- 3
academic school year. After
replacement faculty is employed, the
faculty total will reduce to 149 from
154.
There are two separate types of
leaves. A research leave constitutes
continued work by the professor on a
topic individual to that person. A study
leave provides the faculty member
time to broaden his or her scholarship
in the area they teach in.
According to Stanton Hales, Vice
President for Academic Affairs, it is
"Standard practice for this many professors to leave." He noted seventeen
"seems like a lot, but it is normal."
Usually, total faculty leaves equal
h
of the faculty present on
campus during the spring semester
preceding the coming year.

15

1994.

Copeland became Wooster's
President Copeland will be retiring after the 5 academic year. Under
the President's guihance.the endowment has increased by $82 million since
Photo by News Services
he assumed the Presidency in 1977.
of Wooster's board and CEO of the
NEWS SERVICES
Henry Copeland, president of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber ComCollege of Woosier since 1 977, has pany, said that "Henry Copeland's
informed the College's board of performance has been outstanding,
trustees of his plans to retire as and members of the board are grateful for the services he and Mrs.
president following the 1994-9- 5
Copeland have rendered the Colacademic year.
lege.
Copeland made his announce.Wooster has been strengthened
ment to the trustees at the board's
spring meeting on Saturday, April 4 substantially over the past 1 5 years,
in Wooster and informed the and the board joins me in extending
College's faculty of his decision at our deepest appreciation to the
its regularly scheduled meeting Copelands for all that they have
done for the College. We look for- Monday evening, April 6.
After completing his tenure as ward to three more years of strong
president, Copeland will return to leadership before his retirement"
In his statement to the board,
teaching as a professor in Wooster's
said, "Lolly and I are perCopeland
history.
of
department
sonally grateful to the trustees and
Commenting on Copeland's
tirejneoUJStanley.Gaulk chairman to all of the members of the. College's .
94-9-

ninth president on July 1, 1977. A
member of the faculty since 1966,
Copeland is a modern European his-

torian and began his career at
Wooster as an assistant professor in
the department of history.
In 1969, Copeland was named
associate dean of the college, and
posid
he assumed the
tion, dean of the faculty, in 1974.
Since 1977, Wooster's endowment has increased from $15 million to S97 million, and more than
S30 million has been spent on new
and renovated facilities, including a
music center, two science buildings
and two student residence halls.
Also during this time, faculty and
student research opportunities have
been increased, new academic disciplines like molecular biology and
anthropology introduced and major
investments made" in computing facilities and scientific instrumentanewly-create-

tion.
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President Henry Copeland stressed
the "number of faculty is established
in relationship to the number of students. Between 1992 and 1995 a very
low number of high school students
are graduating."
This creates a smaller incoming
class to Wooster. The College's Trustees have proposed to keep the student

"

faculty ratio at 11:1. President
Copeland mentioned that this "low
ratio is due to the Independent Study
program and First-YeSeminar
classes."
"A smaller faculty will insure no
change in quality and will also equal
trte srrerstudentbody," added President Copeland. 'This is not bad and
could in turn be beneficial to the students here."
President Copeland added, "If we
did not decrease expenses, we would
have to raise tuition."
ar

"

one-tent-

Continued on page
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First Annual Africa Week
Set to Begin This Monday
SEAN HARRIS
Voice Staff Writer
The First Annual Africa Week is
set to take place next week, running
with a wide
h
from April
variety of events that appeal to stuIn this endeavor,
dents campus-widAfrican students here from the College of Wooster bring a slice of their
African culture to the college campus, educating students', faculty, and
staff about their home land in a host
of areas such as politics, educational
systems, social life, and African culture.
Butofalltheentertaining and educational programming included in
Africa Week, the realization that
these students are thousands of miles
of away from their homes and return
only once a year, if lucky, is the most
subtly relayed. They are attempting
to transplant the richness of their
culturesontoacollegecampus. This
represents education at its best because students are making an effort
to bring about diversity by the simplest yet most effective of forms:
exposure.
13th-19t-

e.

Programing for Africa Week starts
April 13, however, the Art Wall in
Lowry Center will be filled with
African paintings and artifacts and
will fill the week. On Monday, April
1 3th in Lowry Center, there will be a
video presentation by African students running all day, starting at 10
am as well as African dancing from
9
p.m.
On Tuesday, April 14th in Lowry
Center from 7:30-- 9 pjn., keynote
speaker John Mattison will speak on
the theme of Africa Week: "The
Dawn of A New Age". In Mateer
Wednesday, April 1 5th there will be
7--

.

.

a movie presentation entitled
"Kitchen Toto."
Steenbok,
Zimbabwe,
from
student
a
and a speech - by Enos Banda on
African Unity will take place in
Babcock, from 9 p.m. In Lowry
Center, from 9 p.m. on Friday,
April 17th. "Tony West," A Traditional Dance Troupe, will be performing followed by a party in The
College Underground from 10:30--2
A poem by

.

Kelly-Ann- e

first-ye- ar

7--

7--

Continued on page 3
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Academic Leaves List
The following professors will be
on leave during the 1992-199- 3
school yean
In the Psychology department,
Gordon Collins will be on a one
year study leave to continue work
on animal and human behavior. He
will be located in Kansas. Georgia
and also Florida. Ann Dapore will
stay at Wooster for one more year to
replace Collins. Cheryl Olson will
not be returning. Susan Clayton
(BJi. Carlton ALA. and Ph.D. Yale)
will be filling that position.
In the Political Science department, Karen Beckwith will conduct
a one year research leave in England. From the same department,
Dijana Plestina will also be on a one
year research leave in Europe and
abroad. Klaus Hofhansel will not be
returning to this department.
In the Music department, department chair Brian Dykstra will
be on a one year research leave. He
will be focusing on composition
and performance.
In the German department, Richard Figge will be taking a one
year study leave to continue looking at German drama.
In the Sociology Department,
Pamela Frese will be on a research
leave for one semester to finish a
book she is working on. Bruce
Friesen will not be returning. Dave
McConnell (B.A. Earlham,M.A.
and Ph.D. Stanford) will be filling
that position. Judith Marcus will be
leaving as Terry Kershaw will be
returning.
In the Urban Studies department, department chair George
Galster will be at the University of
Chicago for one year. He win be on
a research leave.
In the Religious Studies department, department chair Ish war Harris will be on a one year study leave
in India. He will be focusing on the
Gandhi movement. Harris will be
temporarily replaced by Patricia
Mumme (B.A. Wake Forest, PhD.
University of Pennsylvania).' She
will be on a visiting professorship
funded by the Drushal Fund. Elizabeth Castelli of the Religious Studies Department has received support from the Luce Fund to finish a
project. She also received funds
from California to go complete a
one year study leave there.
In the History department. Madonna Hettinger will be on a one'
semester lesearch leave in London
to continue a project. Also from the

History Department. Alphine
Jefferson will be on a one semester
research leave to complete a book.

He will be in Chicago. David
Wrobel and DP. Shapinsky will not
be returning. The Art department will have
two faculty members on leave.
Walter Zurko. head, will be on a

LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
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"Our species is not walking
one year research leave in lightly on Earth." stated Peter
'
Wooster to work on sculpture. Vitousek in a speech at McGaw
:
George Olson will be in St. Louis Chapel Tuesday Night.
'
:
;
;
and London continuing field
Vitousek, a professor of bioj
i
work on plants and wildflowers. logical sciences at Stanford UniHe will be fulfilling a one year versity, spoke as the fifth lec'
research leave. Carmen Lord will turer in the Mellon Symposium.
be leaving as Arnold Lewis will HumanNature: Interdisciplibe returning from leave.
nary Approaches to the Human
In the Economics department
Transformation of the Natural
Gene Pollock will be on a one World.
His topic. "Global
semester study leave in North Change in the Biota of the Earth."
Carolina.
addressed the consequences of
In the Communications dethe human impact on the world.
partment, Jim Rea will be on a
Vitousek focused on three maone year study leave. Nancy Hall jor aspects of human-induce- d
.. . ;
,
in.
(B.A. Wooster. Ph.D. Case Westglobal change: Composition of
ern University) will be replacthe Atmosphere. Land Use
ing Rea part-timChange, and Loss of Biological
In the Chemistry department. Diversity.
Greg Slough was awarded a one
Over the past 200 years, (most
year research scholarship at the significantly, since the industrial
University of Wisconsin in or- w
.
revolution) the atmospheric conganic chemistry. David Powell tent (in parts per million) of cary
'
will be continuing a one year bon dioxide gas (CO2) has inresearch leave from the previous creased exponentially. There are
year.
currently 355 parts per" million
In the Geology department,
CO2 in the Earth's atmosphere.
Mark Wilson will be away for While this number may "seem
one semester. He will be on a small, it is almost 100 parts per
research leave and will be workmillion greater than, what past
' '
f
ing in Wooster and at the post-ic- e age periods would prei
Smithsonian. Andrea Koziel will dict. Deforestation and fossil
not be returning. A new tenure fuel combustion are largely ret
tract has been set up to be Tilled sponsible for the increase.
J
IIS
1
(B.A. UC
by Lori Bettison-Varg- a
There have also been increases Petek VrrousEK addressed the International Relations Colloquium on
Santa Barbara.Ph.D. UC Santa in atmospheric concentration of Wednesday
after speaking on Tuesday at the Mellon Symposium
Davis).
Photo by Mike Pepper.
gases
in
the
lecture.
other
In the Mathematical Sciences
years
many
it might be possible
revolution period including bal phenomenon. Humans are
department. Dale Brown will be methane and
changing Earth," he commented. to return to the same number of
on a one year research leave. A
(CFCs). These gases are
The third aspect of global species on the planet, an extinct
part-tim- e
replacement. Simon likely to lead to global warming. change Vitousek focused on is species can never be resurrected.
Gray, will be in for Brown. The
In closing, Vitousek encourHumans also have had a drathe loss of biological diversity
Math Department will be losing matic effect on the amount of that human changes have caused. aged people to get involved in
Mary Jo Kreuzman for one year. land available to
the political
She will be on leave without pay. other species.
land social as- Paul Fishback (B.A. Hamilton, Humans use only
pects of the en"Earth is changing in absolutely fundamental ways
Ph.D. University of Wisconsin) 4 percent of what
vironmental
that we don't understands We are seeing a global
will her replacement.
is produced on
In the English department. land, but use.
phenomenon, Humans are changing the Earth."
is
"Earth
Jill Frederick and Brian Scobie dominate or dechanging in abwill not be returning. Jennifer stroy 39 percent
solutely funda
Hay ward (B.A. Wesleyan Unways
we don't unmental
that
61
According to Vitousek, humans
of all land. This leaves only
iversity . Conneticot.Ph.D.
exhe
cautioned.
percent of Earth for the billions have increased the rate of
derstand."
Princeton) will be replacing of other species with which hu"We have Vitousek further said. "We can't
tinctions 1000-folDavid Moldstad.
st
mans
on the planet.
become so dominant on the wait until we know everything
In the Physics department.
before we get involved."
But these figures are misleadplanet that all species...are reTimothy Pritchett will not be reThe next and final speaker in
ing, according to Vitousek. He ally in our hands." he explained.
turning next year.
the HumanNature series will be
pointed out that because of the
When a species becomes exLibrarian Margo Curl will be vast amounts of chemicals hutinct, the genetic material it had H. Patricia Hynes. Hynes will be
on leave and will be in Europe mans spill into the air. there is carried with it is lost forever. speaking on "Women and the
and Asia. Gloria Gozi (M.A. Linot a ay part of Earth that has Vitousek pointed out, "The loss Global Environment: Analysis
brary Science) will be her
and Activism." Wednesday.
remained unaffected by human of species is wholly irreversexistence. "We are seeing a glo- - ible." While over the course of April 22, at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer.
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Lectarer Speaks to Human
Alterations of Environment
.

Continued from page
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World War II Versus Gotti Is Gone, But the
Myth Lingers On
the Baby Boom
In recent weeks, both George
Bush and Bill Clinton have done
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the right and left on the cam-
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Obbligato

Due to the subject matter contained in the following para-

graphs. I have found it necessary to take certain precautions.
paign trail. Yet despite their posMy topic this week centers on
turing, the building rivalry bebad guy
John Gotti.
tween these two politicians may
and sharp dresser, reputed head
have less to do with ideology
of the Gambino crime family
than with the struggle of a new
(can you say "mafia"?), and rer
J.
generation to prove itself ready
cently convicted felon. As I have
to lead.
been known to lapse into a rather
GINA M. BOMBACI
Bush and Clinton are basically
sarcastic voice at times (no. remoderates when not bowing to the fringes of their respective
ally?!). I thought it best that I try
71
parties. Some of their ideas mirror each other closely. Witness the
t 1 1ft ff 71
and protect myself, namely by
speeches they gave almost simultaneously (Bush actually changed concealing my identity. (Any insults to Mr. Gotti are purely uninhis speaking schedule to upstage Clinton) on the subject of Russian tentional and result from my incorrigible word processor). So
aid. Both proposed a comprehensive package to stabilize the ruble, please, if anyone in black Armani suits and crisply creased fedoras
support the Yeltsin government, and ease the transition to democasks about me. keep quiet. I like my body parts in their current
racy and a market economy. Neither said precisely how much new arrangement. Having said all that. let's begin the article...
money was involved or where it would come from.
"Guilty." That's what they said, "guilty." With that, twelve
Addressing this topic at all was admirable in a year when both people (whose identities have been concealed), finally convicted
foreign aid 'and foreign policy in general are considered electorally the man who sauntered in and out of the courtroom three previous
incorrect. But it was long overdue. It is doubtful whether the nations times, each time listening to the words "not guilty." The Dapper
of Eastern Europe, being smaller and without nuclear weapons, will Don, John Gotti, was this time convicted on racketeering, gambling
receive the same altruistic concern for their democratic developand conspiracy to murder charges. He was primarily done in by
ment as that accorded to Russia.
himself (through hours of taped conversations he had), and his
The single important difference in the candidates speeches was former right-han- d
man, Sammy "the Bull" Gravano.
d
Clinton's
criticism of Bush's lack of clear foreign
Having done away with the exposition, let's analyze this case a
policy goals. Clinton showed daring in challenging Bush despite his bit. Have we finally seen the end of organized crime? Is Gotti
political handicap of being born into the Baby Boom generation.
symbolic of the downfall of that timeless piece of Americana
Since the days of FDR, Truman, and Eisenhower, politicians affectionately known as "the mob"? In a word, not even close (Yea,
shaped by the Great Depression and World War II have dominated I know that's three words, but I don't know how many I have left,
American public life. George Bush may become the last of this so might as well go overboard).
group of Presidents.
Gotti is just another player in the continuous, real-lif- e
chess
g
TV images from the 1930s and '40s appear in black and
match acted out on the streets of our cities between the gangsters
the aura of moral certainty attached to this time in the and the law. Anyone who saw "The Untouchables" knows courtpopular mind. Americans all pulled together to survive the Depresroom dramas are nothing new, they just now have CNN coverage.
sion and defeat the Axis powers. It can't really have been this
As soon as Gotti was led away (in matching leg and wrist chains),
simple, but we no longer remember much else.
organized crime "experts" were already discussing who would
Continued on page 6
Continued on page 6
all-arou- nd
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June Jordan Calls for 'Manifest
New Destiny ' in Education

Page 3

Former NPR Reporter to
Speak in Gault on Tuesday
NEWS SERVICES

South African Morning News-

John Matisonn, Southern
rican correspondent for National
Public Radio from 1986 through
1991, will speak at The College
of Wooster at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, April 14.
Af-

Matisonn's presentation,

,f
L

The College's Black
Tuesday night.

f
a

Leader-em-Residenc-

e,

Teaching

DANADEWEESE
Voice News Editor

widest-publish-

of

ed

an

studies and

African-Americ- an

women's studies at the University of
California at Berkeley.
She has taught at seven colleges
and universities in the United States,
is a political columnist for City Limits
out of London and is a member of the
board of governors for the Foundation of Arts in New York City.
At Berkeley Jordan teaches an experimental poetry class, which conand ethsists of a widely cross-racinic group of students. While her
students read white authors, Jordan's
syllabus represents a substantial number of Chkanos, African- -Americans, ,
Indians and
Jordan espouses "poetry for the
people," based on the premise that
every student has the ability to read
and write, and proposes that education be politically aware and correct,
as classrooms should be for the empowerment of many.
al

Asian-American-

founded

on

multkulturalism, however, is scarce

Renowned political activist, playwright, essayist and poet June Jordan
challenged prevailing literary canons
and America's monccultural curriculum in a lecture titled TC: For the
ay
Sake of a Manifest New Destiny-Tuesdnight in Lean Lecture Room.
Jordan, who has written over 19
books and is the
writer in history,
isanativeof Brooklyn and a professor
African-Americ-

June Jordan, addresses a capacity crowd in Lean Lecture Room
Photo by Paul Borden.

s.

Je

in American educational institutions,
even though the number of
students is on an uprise. In California
school systems, over 50 percent of
students are minorities while over 80
non-whi- te

percent of teachers are white.
Berkeley's statistics correlate, with
stuits 59 percent minority first-yecomfaculty
being
taught
by a
dents
prised of 89 percent whites.
Universities were once attended by
white men only, but while the definition of the American student is now
taking on new meaning, course offerings and faculty are remaining much
the same. "Higher education has not
changed, even though the people of
America have changed," Jordan said.
'
Jordan remembers being a student
and learning English literature and
American history, but not
or Chinese history. With
more Chinese persons on the earth
than persons of any other ethnicity,
Jordan said there should be no reason
why Chinese history is not a part of
the American curricula. Whites, by
studying course material centered,
around themselves, come to believe
there is no other history or culture
worthy of intellectual speculation.
According to Jordan, schools are
the best places to learn about other
races and cultures. "What better place
to find out what you don't know but in
ar

African-Americ-

an

a school?" she said.
Jordan further said that when whites
lack exposure to the literature, customs and history of people of color,
they have difficulty forming an identity outside their whiteness.- - Whites
define themselves by who they are
not: "lam not Jewish. I am not black.
Who am I?" Jordan stated.
Instead of creating disappointment
and ignorance by dichotomizing and

neglecting a large percentage of
people, schools should be a place
find
where whites and
non-whit- es

common ground while understanding their differences. "School should
be a party. . .with people coming
together to know about each other,"
Jordan said.

And

while

multkulturalism a necessity in Ameri- -.
can classrooms, Jordan does not perceive educational issues as politically
correct or incorrect, but as sane or
insane.
The insanity of today's education,
Jordan said, is caused by lack of realization that people of color will be in
the majority by the 2 1st century. She
explained that cultural awareness is
not only politically correct and sane,
but politically mandatory and morally imperative.
Jordan supplemented her lecture
with samples of her essays and poetry, whose subjects include women,
blacks, Indians, and
ns.

Matisonn was an associate producer of a PBS "Frontline" documentary about South Africa. He
also was a consultant for the 1987
PBS documentary "The Global
Assembly Line." PBS won an
Emmy Award for the broadcast.
He was the president of the

Southern African Society of
He has
Journalists in 1979-8e
been a board member of the
for an Open Media since
1987 and the Southern African
Research Service since 1990.
0.

Com-mitte-

Matisonn frequently speaks at
the Foreign Service Institute and
to U.S. diplomats. He also has

delivered lectures at Harvard
University and the University of
Virginia.
His speech at Wooster is sponsored by .the Cultural Events
Committee.
.

Africa Week Offers Many Events
Continued from page 1
am. The party, dee-jayed

by

Phesheya and Mphatso, will host the
opportuniryfbr students to hearavariety
of African music.
pm in Lowry Center on
From
Saturday, April 1 8th, apand discussion
wiUbeccnductedconcerning the topics:
How can the state of women be improved through different nations interacting with one another. How does the
educational system differ nation to nation and canan cptimal system bedevel-ope- d
for all African countries.; What
1-

-3

significant social changes can be noted
in different nations and what form of
change can be suggested?
From 7 pjn. that Saturday, there
will be a fashion show starting at 6 pm
and a party in Ujamaa at 8 pm. until,
5--

kxtedontheNorthendofcampusnear
the Westinghouse power plant
Events are wrapped up on Sunday,
April 19th with an Africa Dinner in
Luce multipurpose room, starting at 5
pm. AH students, faculty, and staff are
welcomed and encouraged to attend all
events.

CDS AND CASSETTES
DIRECT TO YOU
;

TQQRPER

considers

she

Asian-America-

"Looking Forward in the New
South Africa," will be in Scheide
Music Center's Gault Recital
Hall. The free, public lecture is
part of this year's Africa Week
observance at Wooster.
Currently a Benton Fellow in
Broadcast Journalism at the University of Chicago, Matisonn
returned three weeks ago from
his most recent trip to South
Africa.
In addition to his NPR reporting, he has been a Southern African correspondent for The London Observer and a special correspondent for The Washington
Post. A journalist since 1974,
Matisonn has held various reporting positions, including
Washington Bureau chief of the

paper Group, senior political
the
correspondent
of
Johannesburg Sunday Express
and editor of Washington Report
on Africa.

SEND I JS THE ARTIST. TITLE. YOUR NAME AND AD
DRESS ON ANY PIECE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR OLD
ALONG WITH YOUR CHECK FOR $15.98 PER GDI
OR $8.98 PER CASSETTE
(OHIO ADDRESSES ADD 5.75 SALES TAX)
PLUS $3 SHIPPING AND HANDLING FOR UP TO 3 ITEMS
ADD 50 CENTS FOR EACH ITEM IN EXCESS OF 3

T-SHI-RT

To: WAILIN' ROCK SHOPS
P.O. BOX 30863
G AH ANNA, OHIO 43230

"

(We do not specialize in bard to find or rare titles)
TAPE THIS AD TO THE WALL FOR FUTURE USE
Double set CDS $23.97 Cassettes $13.47
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PRESIDENT HENRY COPELAND

community in American society, to the environment, or to issues of war and peace.
On some occasions, we have changed topics from year to year, and in others we
have pursued a given topic for several years. Whether using classical or contempofor abandoning their commitment to academic freedom for the sake of "political rary materials, our aim has been to select a subject that would encourage students
correctness."
to debate the issues and to buttress their arguments with evidence.
Chairman Lynne Cheney first gave the speech at the National Press Club in
But more distressingly, Chairman Cheney's misunderstanding revolves around
September. She has since presented variations of it from coast to coast. It has also her assumptions regarding the nature of a text in the humanities.
been published in several periodicals. Most recently she delivered a version of the
A textbook in the sciences is an authoritative source, and both faculty members
speech at Ashland University's Ashbrook Center.
and students expect it to provide the most reliable information on the state of
Under normal circumstances, Chairman Cheney's attacks would not concern me: knowledge in a given area. In contrast, a text in the humanities is a book to be
she has every right to make her opinion known. Indeed, given her position, her views discussed and contested. When we use The Republic, The Prince or Leviathan in a
on important issues should be known.
class, it is not because we agree with the political and social points of view they
In this case, however. Chairman Cheney did not do her homework. At least she did represent. Rather, we use these books because they embody influential ideas about
not do her homework when it came to those parts of her speech in which she cites The which there can be fruitful discussion. In attacking the Rothenberg text, Chairman
College of Wooster to illustrate
Cheney seems to assume that it
her points.
has the authority of a scientific
"We strive for balance at Wooster. Our policy is the ancient one of protecting
I
Although am not in a position
text rather than being a text for
to 'challenge her remarks about
discussion and analysis.
We strive for balance at
Yale or Stanford, I can offer my
opinion when it comes to the three paragraphs that she devoted to Wooster in earlier Wooster. Our policy is the ancient one of protecting academic freedom; it promotes
versions of the speech.
balance now, as it has in the past. But who determines when balance exists? Is
In preparing her speech, Chairman Cheney relied on the reports of Christina Hoff balance represented by the use of Rothenberg's book of readings in the same
Sommers, a professor of philosophy at Clark University, and gives Professor Sommers Seminar in which one section of the course was reading Thomas Sowell's Civil
full credit for her portrait of Wooster. Unfortunately, she failed to check Professor Rights: Rhetoric or Reality? while another read Russell Baker's Growing Up ?
Sommer's "research" to determine whether or not the conclusions are valid. They are Would this represent balance to Rothenberg or Sowell or Baker? Or does the very
not. Rather than reflecting a careful assessment of Wooster's campus, they appear to presence of Rothenberg's book convict Wooster of propagandizing? Are we to
avoid assigning books that present views with which some students might disagree?
be based on anecdotal accusations by two anonymous students and two anonymous
faculty members and on one brief visit to the campus several years ago. One student Or should we assign such books precisely because some students and faculty
is quoted as calling our First-YeSeminar "a reeducation camp," a wonderfully members will disagree?
After the protection of academic freedom, the most powerful protection against
quotable description. Meanwhile, a faculty member is said to have claimed that were
indoctrination is the encouragement of critical thinking in every one of Wooster's
he to speak out on these issues, he would be fired.
Under the College's Statute of Instruction, faculty members may not be dismissed courses, exactly the kind of critical thinking that has produced lively debate on our
for what they believe or say. That is, as Chairman Cheney knows, the heart of campus both within our Seminar and about it. As a college of the liberal arts and
academic freedom. And academic freedom is very much alive at Wooster. That one sciences, that is what we are about. Evaluating assumptions and values is not
of Wooster's faculty members is afraid to express a "skeptical attitude" about our reeducation; it is education.
Some students will always feel intimidated by the authority of their instructors;
Seminar because "I do not want to get fired" does not ring true considering that such
skepticism is stated frequently, openly, and often loudly in my presence at faculty this was true when I was a student, and I am certain that it will remain the case in
the future. Moreover, some faculty members may occasionally overstep the line
meetings, around the tables in the Faculty Lounge, and elsewhere on the campus.
Chairman Cheney cites the use of a collection of readings entitled Racism and separating vigorous debate from stifling assertion.
In my opinion, this is rare, but it is always to be deplored when it occurs. In the
Sexism edited by Paula Rothenberg as evidence to support the student's claim that we
of an American campus, however, unsupported and peremptory assertions
that
climate
and
believes
book
Rothenberg
the
run a "reeducation camp." She clearly dislikes
their own antidotes of bemusement, skepticism, and finally hostility.
produce
it should not be used.
Our students have, for generations, prospered from the College's faith in their
With respect to her concerns about this particular book, I believe that she has
misunderstood both the nature of our Seminar and the nature of a text in the ability to think for themselves and to express their thoughts clearly and confidently.
humanities. The purpose of the Seminar is to challenge students at the beginning of I see no evidence that today's students are any less capable of thinking for
their undergraduate years to think critically and to express themselves clearly and themselves and of expressing their thoughts than were their predecessors. Alfred
persuasively. Wooster has had such a seminar since 1957. In some years we have used North Whitehead said that the aim of education is not knowledge itself, but
texts like Plato's The Republic, Machiavelli's The Prince, or Hobbes Leviathan. In "freedom in the presence of knowledge." I have every confidence that this
other years we have used contemporary materials relating to individualism and aspiration still informs every dimension of Wooster's academic program.
During the past seven months, the Chairman of the National Endowment of the Humanities
has been traveling the country with a speech that criticizes colleges and universities

ar

--

Campus Council Report to the College Community
The recent controversy surrounding the formation of a Grievance
Committee to review the Voice came
to a resolution on March 4, 1992 as
Campus Council decided to abolish
the committee and refer the student
concerns to the Publications Committee. The decision came about

after discussion took place between
members of Council, representatives
of the Publications Committee and
the editor of the Voice. The original
motion to form a Grievance Review

Committee, as spelled out in the
Scot's Key, was proposed by Council after a student came to Campus
Council expressing concerns about

sented it to Council. This statement
asked for clarification of Council's
intentions in forming the committee
and asked why Council did not refer

the Voice.

the problems to the Publications Committee. The intention behind the
motion explained that Council had
spent a great deal of time discussing

Following the decision to form a
Grievance Committee, questions
were raised concerning the nature
and purpose of the committee. Some
of these questions were addressed
during the next Council meeting
when the editor of the Voice prepared a written statement and pre

particular issues that have been
brought to Council about the Voice
throughout the year. Recently new
issues have surfaced, and Council
felt that it would be best to address

these issues in a smaller committee
form and then allow the committee
to make recom mendations to the
Publications Committee. After discussion took place, Council voted
to dissolve the Grievance Committee and have students and their concerns referred to the Publications
Committee. But, Council would
also form an Ad Hoc Committee,
consisting of Council members, to
discuss the issues which were presented with Council's Representa

tive to the Publications Committee;
and, if Council so chooses, send recommendations to the Publications
Committee. This motion passed and
was viewed acceptable by the members-of
the different groups represented.

Members of the campus community with concerns about the
Voice should send them to the Ad
Hoc Committee do Kathy Preslan.
No anonymous statements will be
accepted.
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Tetters to the Editor

Summary Confirms
Outrageous Characterization

On the front page of last
week's Voice, you remind us of
Christina Sommers outrageous
characterization of the College
as. politically, "one of the most
rigorously monitored campuses
in this country." On pages
reporting the activities of the Ju- 6-- 8.

dicial

racist bigots on campus did come
out of the closet, identify themselves, and lay out the case for
white supremacy for reasoned
examination. Can anybody really believe their argument could
stand up to logical scrutiny? I
guess what I am proposing to

Board's

thought-controller-

s,

so their

re-

grets were subjected to prior censorship. The most egregious offender also had to prepare a "research" paper, in which the conclusions he was ordered to reach
were dictated to him in advance
by the Board.
The College's

Code of Aca"American students do not have to surrender the
vigilantes last sedemic Integrity
protections of the Bill of Rights in order to
mester, you prove
stipulates that
Ms. Sommers
matriculate at the College of Wooster"
use... the...
"to
right.
person and
another
of
thoughts
be
could
local
our
American citizens do not have
own is
as
them
one's
represent
man,
a
join
as
"be
paraphrased
to surrender the protections of
plagiarism."
an
of
act
commit
to
the Bill of Rights in order to the Klan."
Is the Judicial Board prepared Clearly, the Judicial Board, in
matriculate at the College of
ofWooster. The Code of Social to put me on trial for conveying this incident, required the
plagiarism.
-fender to commit
Responsibility does not nullify that message, or do its restricAs a'member of the faculty. I
only
apply
speech
on
free
tions
United
the first amendment to the
am bound by Section II of the
to undergraduates?
Slates Constitution.
Code of Academic Integrity to
Board's
the
than
worse
Even
The Ku Klux Klan is still a
report that violation to a Dean. I
The
legal organization, and students verdict was its sentence.
have the right to join it, if that is offenders were not even allowed hereby do so, in public. Let's
what
their choice. They can even urge to write the required "apologies" see if the institution means
other students to do likewise. in their own words. The "lone it says.
Daniel F. Calhoun
As a matter of fact, it might be and content" of what they said
of History
Professor
Dunham
the
with
pass
muster
might
not
better for all the rest of us if
hate-monge-

rs

Student Health Services Corrects Error in
Voice Article on Survivor Support System
treatment, and to counsel

A victim of sexual assault who
read the article on the Survivor
Support System in the March 27
issue of the Voice might well be
afraid to turn to the medical and
counseling staffs at the Student
Health Center because he or she
has been told that those individuals are required by law to

istrators must report such inci
dents, but Ohio law specifically
exempts counselors, clergy and
physicians from reporting such
assaults.
Mrs. Anderson is a member of
the Survivor Support System,
and thus is also exempted from
making such reports. The other

One of the major sources of
referral for members of the Survivor Support System will, in
fact, be the Student Health Service staff.
It is extremely important that all
student, faculty and staff be clear on
this matter.

All services
provided hv the
saults. This is not
"Anyone coming to the Student Health
counselors and
the case.
Servicewith a complaint of sexual
the medical staff
article
The
confidentiality..."
assured
is
assault
of
at Hvgeia are
stated: "Victims
con- cnmnletelv
of sexual assault
give
are ensured confidentiality if staff member, in addition to the fidential unless students
of
discussion
for
they talk to a member of the five faculty members listed in permission
specified
with
the article is Cameron Maneese. their situation
Survivor Support System.
and
other
It has always been true that persons. Sexual assault is no
Since the administration
exception. It would be extremely
counseling services on campus .are physicians, clergy, psycholounfortunate if any member of
counand
required by Ohio Law to report any gists, social workers
the College community did not
source
major
sexual assault crimes brought to selors have been a
seek help because of misinforastheir attention, the Support System of help for victims of sexual
sault and abuse, and they remain mation about confidentiality.
protects students who may be unBetty F. Shull,
so.
sure what their next step will be."
Clinical Psychologist
While the new policy substanIn another part of the article.
A. Nancy Anderson, R.N.
tially expands the number of
Nancy Anderson.
and Head Nurse at the people who must report the assaults, the above named groups The Voice apologizes for any inacStudent Health Service, is mencuracies in the article about the
tioned among individuals who remain exempt. Therefore, anyhave gone through the sexual one coming to the Student Health Survivor Support System- As a furassault training, but who must Service with a complaint of ther note of clarification. Cameron
Maneese, coordinator at the Stusexual assault is assured of comreport incidents of sexual asdent Research Office and member
plete confidentiality and the opsault.
options,
to
are
discuss
to
of the support system, is afforded
portunity
Both of these statements
confidentiality privileges.
and
examination
medical
receive
incorrect. It is true that admin

report such

as-

Nurse-Administrat-

or

-

Smoke a Hooter?

Continued from page 4

come into power in the family, what control struggles would occur,
and who would probably end up dead. The whole spectacle is about
to begin all over again.
I can't help wondering why we can't just Jet these people play by
themselves; let the mobsters gun down each other, and keep our
hands out of the mess. But then I realize that bullets don't discriminate. That racketeering, gambling and extortion take money out of
people's pockets, and that somehow we should be able to have a
sense of community that doesn't rely on drawing blood from one
trigger finger and reciting secret oaths.
What scares me most though is not Gotti, or the mob, or gangland
violence. It is the endearing affection some people seem to have for
it all. Gotti's courtroom was a celebrity scene, with fans and
admirers like Mickey "I need a shave" Rourke trying to get a good
seat.
We have a "myth of the mob" that will not die, although some
people will. Gotti has throngs of "mob groupies," and individuals
who defend him at every turn. Granted, some "family" values, like
loyalty, are admirable (in certain instances), but the bottom line is
that we are dealing with criminals (no offense John). I heard the
tapes where Gotti planned another person's death as calmly as he
would order linguini. Any family built on coercion, intimidation
and violence is not a "family" (remember.Charles Manson had a
family too).
Somehow though, people refuse to relinquish the quaint notion
that criminals with "honor" are an acceptable breed. They are not.
I wish sending Gotti to prison would end it all', but it won't. A new
don will emerge, and once again we can begin the vicious circle.
That's basically all I had. If anyone wishes to discuss this issue
with me, I'd be more than glad to cooperate (provided you have
three forms of identification and are willing to pass through a metal
detector). You can probably reach me out west, most likely California, as I have entered the "Columnist Relocation Program." It's not
brick house,
too bad. They gave me a "nom de plume," a two-stor- y
I was one
I
thought
a station wagon, and a dog named Rover. And
of the "good guys." Oh well, things could be worse. Couldn't they?

Which Generation
WiU Win the Election?
Continued from page 4

the 1960s and '70s, a
Bill Clinton represents a different era
Watergate,
the endlessly
Vietnam,
ambiguity.
of
explosion
colorful
confusion,
in
the
Somewhere
relations.
race
delayed remaking of
not all big
that
out
found
and
America lost its moral
uncomfortable
questions can be neatly resolved. America is still
with this idea. It is uncomfortable with a candidate who by any
contrived method can be tied to such painfully familiar problems as
pot smoking and the draft.
The result is a credibility problem for Clinton. His generation has
immature, insecure, irresponsible, aubeen labeled
tomatically suspect due to their presence and visibility when the
country seemed to be falling apart, and somehow in need of redemption. Yet the Boom population is too large to hide from itself much
longer. It must take on its fair share of governing.
Who will win this year's election: our parents or our grandpar
ents generation?
self-assuran-

self-indulge-

nt,
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The Code of Social Responsibility states that Residential Life Staff serve as the first level of adjudication for violations of the Code. In addition, the
Dean's Staff is able to assume responsibility for addressing violations of the Code (p. 63 of The Scot's Kev The following is a summary of the cases which
were dealt with by Residential Life Staff during Semester I of the 1991-9- 2 academic year. In addition, five cases were forwarded to the College Judicial
Board. Those included: harassment, vandalism, use of fireworks, and two cases involving the use of a drug other than alcohol.

VIOLATION TYPE, IN VIOLATION,
OUTCOME,
& VIOLATION LEVEL
Alcchcl

1st
20

2nd

3rd

VIOLATION TYPE, NUMBER, OUTCOME

IN VIOLATION
Tbsft

-

spoke with Staff member who
issued ticket
issued ticket from Office of
Residential Life
spoke with Director of
Residential Life, issue alcohol
ticket
meeting with Residence Direc
tor and received a letter from
the Director of Residential Life

8
1

residence hall furniture

3

pizza from a delivery person

1

'

Use of False LP.

Alcohol &.
Accidental injury to
another person

1st

Noise 1, Harassment
of Staff Member
Noise 1, Harassment
of Staff Member
Audio Equipment 1

1

2nd

3rd

1

Aodio Ecgipment

1

1

1st

2nd

spoke with Staff member who

issued ticket
1st

2nd

3rd

Staff member
Disruptive Behavior

Disruptive Behavior

1st

2nd
1

1

-

-

3rd

meeting with Director of
Residential Life & letter of
apology to Security Officer
meeting with Director of
Residential Life

1
'

1

meeting with Director of
Residential Life, 15 hours of
community service, full
payment of $100 for damage

1

"
-

-

Fighting

' ' '

2
-

"

Use of Drug Other than Alcohol
Resident student allowed others to
use marijuana in his room
Student did not participate in the
use of the drug.
Resident used marijuana in a
student's residence hall room.
'

-

1

'

spoke with Staff member who

issued ticket
spoke with Staff member who
issued ticket, meeting with
Director of Residential Life
-

.

'

meeting with Director of
Residential Life, disagreement
resolved through mediation

meeting with Director of
Residential Life and a strong

letter of reprimand
"

"

-

3

-

-

meeting with Director of
Residential Life, 10 hours
community service, referred
to the Chemical Awareness
Program
'

Illegal Party

-

-

-

Accused was disruptive while a
Security Officer was attempting
to investigate an incident.
Disturbed residents with loud
behavior in residence hall
Vandalism
damaged residence hall furniture

spoke with Staff member who
issued ticket

16

Personal Noise &
Harassment of

'

3rd

3

Personal Noise

.

-

.

DisruptiveBehavior

tmmmmimmmimmiimm

meeting with Director of Resi
dential Life and referred to
Chemical Awareness Program
spoke with Staff member who
issued ticket
spoke with Staff member who
issued ticket
Alcohol- - spoke with Residence
Director and letter from Direc
tor of Residential Life
Audio Equipment- - spoke with
Staff member who issued ticket
meeting with Director of Resi
dential Life, referred to Chemi
cal Awareness Program

1

meeting with Director of
Residential Life & 5 hours
community service

2

-

1

meeting with Director of Resi
dential Life & 5 hours commu
nity service, meeting with
Sara Patton, Vice President
for Development
meeting,with Director of
Residential Life & 10 hours
community service

Ism meeting with Director of
house Residential Life, required to
sponsor and attend an educa
tional program
1 sm.
meeting with Director of
house Residential Life & 5 hours
community service per resi
dent and required to sponsor
and attend an educational
program
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Student Forgoes Florida, Speeds Break in Norway
EMILY SILVERMAN
Feature Editor '
While the majority of Wooster

students spent their spring break
working on LS., combing the Florida
beaches, or watching The S impsons.
Mail Matheney 94 was shivering in
the --40 degree Arctic winds of Norway, for the second time in his life
(the first time it was a deadly --90
degrees).

Lcpl (Lance Corporal, United
States Marine Corps)) Matheney, a
sophomore from Cleveland Heights,
spent 2 12 weeks (spring break, and
several days beyond) filling his military obligations at the biannual Operation Teamwork, an intensive period of drills and practicing of combat skills.
It all began in the Norwegian city
of Bardefoss, which is both a civilian city and a military air base. Then,
it was into the "field' for three days
of machine gun and weapon systems
training, where Matheney was in

charge of three men on their first
military trip to Norway. The goals
of this journey were the building of
snow shelters.and general land navigation in cold weather.
The troops (3600 US. Marines)
wore Gortex garments with quilted
liners, and other such items meant to
keep them "comfortably coolthe
object is not to be warm or to sweat."

The men then boarded troop carrier ships, and entered the North Sea
for two days on "Amtracs," amphibious (waterland) vehicles (in which
1 6 men were crammed into a vehicle
meant to hold 1 1 men), travelling
ISO miles down the coast, "hitting
objectives," or various towns. Here,
says Matheney, Norwegian soldiers
were also "practicing their ability to
defend their homeland."
Soviet generals and the Secretary
of the Navy were present as welL
Matheney observes that the operation went much more smoothly
that it did the previous time he was in
Norway.
"There was enough food, water,
and fuel to melt snow with."
However, on his first visit, the
Norwegians fed the troops (the reindeer stew was a hit), and this time it
was "military chow" all the way.
Along the way, he met both a
Norwegian soldier who spoke English and had been an exchange student in Michigan, and, during his
day and a half off, a young woman he
had previously known, who brought
him along one day to her high school.
Incidentally. Matheney celebrated
his 21st birthday in Norway, a celebration which included a good
"pummeling" by at least 20 marines,
and a presumably painful "wedgie."
Matheney joined the military in

'

.v'A

y

Matthew "Jeopardy" Matheney 94 (n.) and Jim "Shadow" Coweu.

SET OUT TO PERFORM "OPERATION TEAMWORK."

August of 1989. when he graduated
high school.
"I'm pretty conservative. was
an all American kid in high schcoLJ
--

J

si

(i) after making

I

an amphibious landing

PHOTO PROVIDED BY MATTHEW MATHENEY.

J

War II books. bought into the chivalrous notion of (the Marines." He
was not always so at home in the

military, however. "When I first got
to boot camp, I was like, 'What the
hell am I doing here?"

Registration Almost
Most
For
Painless,
Loveless Receives Fulbright Grant

NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
The J. William Fulbright Foreign

Scholarship Board and the United
States Information Agency (USIA)
have awarded a Fulbright grant to
Marilyn D. Loveless, an assistant
professor of biology at the College,
population
to leach a graduate-levgenetics sem inar at the Universidade
Federal de Minas Gerais in Belo
Horizon it, Brazil, this summer.
In addition. Loveless will participate in a field course in tropical
biology for graduate students at the
university. She also plans to conduct research into what happens to
tropical plant reproduction when
forest areas are fragmented into
smaller, separated areas by various
types of development.
Loveless is one of approximately
1,800 ILS. grantees who will travel
abroad during the 1992 academic
year under the Fulbright Program.
"More than 181,000 individuals from
the ILS. and abroad have participated in the program since it began.
stay in
During her
el

four-mon- th

Brazil, which will begin in early
May, Loveless hopes to meet Brazilian scholars and researchers who
share her interests in tropical ecology, ccwiservation, and wildlife
"I'm interested in starting
some long-terresearch projects in
I
Brazil. want to get to know the
individuals who are working there in
tropical ecology, to learn about their
research, arid to see if there might be
areas for collaboration."
Her initial research will focus on
the success or failure of plant reproforest areas
duction in once-larg- e
into
fragmented
which have been
develsmaller pieces by agricultural
opment, logging, and other land-us- e
practices. "While we would like to
see a future in which large areas of
rain forests and other critical habitats are preserved, the reality is that
plants and animals increasingly are
becoming restricted to small patches
of habitat. Sometimes those patches
may themselves be heavily disturbed." said Loveless. "We need to
understand the effects this fragmen
man-ageme-

m

nt.

was always into military
hardware.almost failed the fifth

grade because I was reading World

tation may have on pollination and
fruit dispersal for plants, as well as
on survival and reproduction of animals that depend on those plants."
In addition to her teaching and
research. Loveless plans to be in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, during the United
Nations Conference on Environment
and Development.
Individuals from more than ISO
countries will be in attendance to
address fundamental concerns related to global environmental issues
and sustainable development. She
also hopes to spend some time traveling the Amazon Basin.
The Fulbright Program is administered by the USIA under policy
guidelines established by the presi-

dential

appointed J. William

Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board
in cooperation with a number of private organizations.
Scholarships are awarded through
open competition, with final selections made by the board. Thirty
international governments share in
the funding of these exchanges.

JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer
Many students grumble about
sacrificing precious hours of
sleep to the headaches of regis-

tration, but last Saturday's
dreaded ordeal turned out to be
almost painless for many.
In the words of Glenn Davis,

Registrar, registration went

very
smoothly as
we antici-

pated."
New this

to get through quickly." Jen
Campana '95 also complimented
the new system and observed that
"registration was much more
organized.' It went much more
quickly with small or no lines."
Gregory Simmons '95 was so
impressed with the system that
he wrote a letter of thanks to the
Registrar. Simmons, who had a
!

"...registration went very
smoothly as we anticipated.
Registrar Glenn Davis.

-

year

was
the use of stickers on the time
cards. The stickers, which indicated for which courses students
had signed up. reduced for many
students the time spent in the
arena. With scanning pens inputting the information on the
stickers directly into computers,
chances for error in the registration process also significantly
dropped.
Shawn Judge '93 commented
that the stickers made registration "more convenient and easier
--

somewhat
late regis-- t

ration

time, was
successful
in obtain-- .

classes.
ing all his first-choiBut even with these successes
and improvements, some students still had a trying time at
registration. Jen Pagano '95, who had one
of the last registration times, left
the arena with only three courses.
She had planned on registering
for the usual four but. after signing up for only two courses, all
of her other choices either were
closed or conflicted with her
ce

Continued on page 9
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RevitaMzattioo of tine ISA: Registration, Not the
Used to Be
Trauma
It
Towards New Horizons
manifesto. I feel that more work more interactive with the genshould be done this direction and eral student body. We are exSpecial to the Voice
This article from the house of strongly believe that we have a ploring chances for
with other organizations,
lot of opportunities and unexthe International Students Assoas the Student Activities
such
in
the
work
with
ciation is the first in a series in plored ideas to
which the ISA will be expressing future. Fortunately, ISA's new Board, the Black Students Assoits views, once or twice a month leadership recognizes this and is ciation, and the Wooster Volunteer Network, all of whom have
in the Voice. Its focus will be looking forward to the beginning of an eventful year next responded positively to our procampus issues concerning interposal. We plan to effectively
fall.
national students, as well as curmovmake the ISA a true umbrella
counstarted
have
We
already
affecting
rent world events
in collaboration
organization
with
direction,
right
in
the
tries represented by Wooster's ing
groups and
subethnic
with
more
other
the inclusion of two
international students.
campus.
on
on
committees
committees, the Committee
Today's piece focuses primarily on the new structural Campus Publications and the ' However, the representation of
Student Concerns Committee, international students in this orchanges that the ISA's new leadership is planning to make, in whose primary duty will be to ganization is less that 50 percent.
order to make the organization look into certain matters and Cole.
This deprives ISA of its right
internaaffecting
policies
lege
campus-widmore "functional," and
represent and serve as a voice
(currently,
to
this
tional students
with
the for all international students. I
As ISA's new president, I, committee is working
along with other members of the Student Government Association appeal not only to international
students, but to the student body
executive board, have prepared on the issue of housing for interin general, so that all may bena comprehensive plan to achieve national students over breaks).
The general reorganization and efit from the diverse and talented
these goals.
redefining
of all present com- company of their friends from
our
a
consensus
that
There is
"function-alismbe accomplished in all over the world.
will
mittees
"
organization lacked
The intermingling of all nabeginning
of next year, when
in the past. In spite of the the
comis the first step totionalities
we have elections for these
fact that the organization pospeace
and harmony in our
wards
sesses tremendous talent and mittees.
us in making this
join
so
world,
now
plans to
Externally, ISA
potential, there had been very
move
and make your
important
expand the scope of its activities
little stress on purposeful activipeace.
world
ties, which could reflect ISA's by making them campuswide and contribution to
DILAWAR SYED

co-sponsors- hip

frl

Continued from page 8
existing schedule.
The psychology department,
her major being psychology, refused even to put her on waiting
lists for several courses, and
Pagano had to resort to a course
in another department that did
not really interest her. At that
point, as one of about five students left in the arena, Pagano
gave up and exited to the computers.
Campana, who had the same
registration time as Pagano, left
the arena with four courses but
had to sign up for one course
that did not interest her. She is
planning in the fall to drop this
course and gain a spot in another
class more closely related to her
major, as many
students do.
was
able to
Although Judge
sign up for the courses he needed,
even he, as an upcoming senior,
self-design-

ed

was closed out of a class with his

8:10 registration time. The
course in which he was interested was open to a limited
amount of seniors and, by the
time he tried to sign up for the
course, it was only open to
underclasspersons.
For those students who did
have problems in registering, the
adddrop procedure will take
place in the fall. Davis reports
that the faculty will use the stickers again during this process,
providing more accurate and
information about class
openings.
.
Terminals displaying course
status information Will be available as before in the gallery of
the Severance Art Building and
in Lowry Center. Students are
encouragedo submit adddrop
requesWW'soon as possible in
the fallsp that the terminals can
information.
provide
up-to-d-

.

up-to-d- ate
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Little Sibs Weekend Events
Friday. April 10: Little Sibs
Weekend ! 7 p.m. Happy
Hoar- - Underground 8 p Jn.
Comedy Night: Taylor Mason,
S.50. The Underground 10 p.m.-- 3
ajn. Travel Trip: Cleveland
Flats, $2 refundable deposit. Sign
up begins at Lowry Front
April 6, 22 seals
available. 11 - 1230 a.m.
Moonlight Bowline. Free shoe
rental. 12 price bowling.
5--

Desk-Monda- y,

Saturday. Awril 11-p.m.
Puppet Show: The Marionette
4

Circus. Lowry Patio, Free! (In
Babcock if it rains) 730 & 10
pjn.- - Movie: t astasia, Mateer
AucL, S 1 (Walt Disney's magnificent animated epic has thrilled
audiences for more than half a
century. Don t miss it!) 1 1 p jil
rC T fTI brings you the Red
Pia Special, Win Free Games 10-2 aLm. Band: Earthforce.The
Underground, S.75
.Sunday. Ann! 12: 2 pjn.
Matinee Showing-MoviFantasia. Mateer Aud., SI XX).
730 p.m. Classic FUm: The
Germans & Their Men (Report
from Bono) (In this documentary
feature with fictional elements.
HeQce Sander, leading German
woman filmmaker and founding
editor of the feminists film
journal fauen undfilm, turns a
wry and revealing lens on
masculinity and national identity
in West Germany.)
Monday. April 13: 10--7 p.m.
Vendor Sale: Ketaca. Lowry
Lounge
Wednav. April 1S: The
Underground - Videos, $.50, 8
pjn. Lean On Me (The true story
of Joe Clark, America's most
provocative public educator,
whose convictions and dedication
and baseball bat, sought to
transform Paterson, New Jersey's
Eastside High School.) 10 p.m.
9--

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

of humor, music, and fun. A 50

It's that time of year again
when Wooster is transformed
from an institute for higher learning (yeah, right!) to a haven for
hundreds of kids taking in half-pribowling and hip movies at
Mateer. No. it's not Spring
Break 91 for preschoolers, it's
Little Sibs Weekend.
Once again, the college is
sponsoring this weekend long
event in which Wooster students
invite their younger siblings to
visit and stay with them to show
them what college life is like,
maybe even making perspective
Wooster students out of them.
Tonight, beginning at 8 p.m..
comedianventriloquist Taylor
Mason will perform at the Un

cent cover fee is required.
A three time nominee for
NACA's "Comedy Artist of the
Year," Mason is a favorite on
the college circuit and was one
of three comedians to be featured on SHOWTIME 's Comedy
on Campus special. He was also
named Star Search's 1991 Comedy Champion.
As a ventriloquist. Mason's act
is not to be trite and stupid. In
fact he hates the usual ventriloquist acts where the comedians
drink water and still make the
puppet talk. "I make no acknowledgment that the puppet is not a
puppet. The basis of the puppet
is that he's not real."
Continued below (on right)
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ComedianVentriloquist Taylor Mason will perform tonight at
8 p.m. in the Underground as part of Little Sibs Weekend.
Mason is a three time nominee for NACA's "Comedy Artist of
the Year." He was also named Star Seaemch's 1991 Comedy

..

(

Champion.
As a musician. Mason incorporates the use of a piano in his
act to "get through my show."

'

hair-rais- er

based on Stephen King's
best-sellabout vampirism
running rampant in a small New
England town.)

-

er

Kathy Piper will perform at Lowry Patio tomorrow at 4 p.m.

free and open to the public.
Piper is the creator and operator of the Piper Puppets, an ensemble of large scale marionettes
Coupled with his regular comedy act, the event makes for one which perform in the fashion of
entertaining show. "Instead of live theater complete with scenbeing a guy who just stands in ery and music. The live perforone place and just. spews out mance allows the artist to interjokes for an hour, there's a lot act with her audience as well as
goin on."
showcase her unique, talent.
Also tomorrow night, the band
Tomorrow afternoon, puppeteer Kathy Piper will perform Earthforce will perform at the
her special show at Lowry Patio Underground. Admission is S.75
beginning at 4 p.m. The event is for this Wooster favorite.

'
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Course of Empire
ASHLEY VAUGHN

W

1

V

.

of The Tom Evert Dance Company of Cleveland performing "Arboretum," one of the dance
AT THE COLLEGE OF WoOSTERS SPRING DaNCE CONCERT ON APRIL 9, 10, AND 11. WORKS
choreographed by Wqoster STUDENTS and FACULTY WILL ALSO BY PRESENTED.
Members

&

Entertainment Calendar
of Canto Ballet Choreographer in

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

The Canton Ballet will present
"Ballet on Broadway" and selected
works on Saturday, April 1 1 at 8
p.m. and Sunday, April 12 at 2 pjn.
at the Palace Theatre in downtown
Canton. The program will feature
dance numbers from such Broadway musicals as "A Chorus Line,"
"Fiddler on the Roof," "The King
and I," and "West Side Story." Two
premiere works will also be presented: "Country Dances," by Atlanta based choreographer torn Pazik,
and "Echoes," the newest creation

Residence, AngeloLemmo. Tickets
will go on sale Monday, March 30 at
the Canton Ballet Box office, located in the Cultural Center for the
Arts. Tickets are $9.00 for adults
and $6.00 for students and children
in advance and $10.00 and $7.00 at
the door. For information call the
box office at
The Akron Symphony Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Eric
Benjamin, will present "A Symphony Roundup" at the 13th annual
series of Little Tikes concerts. The
concerts, sponsored by the Akron
452-409-

8.

Symphony Guild, are educational
and designed for children three to six
years old. The Orchestra will perform at Edgewood Junior High in
Wooster on Wednesday, May 20 at
9:45 and 11:00 am. The program
features a western theme and in-

cludes Copland's "Hoedown,"
Rossini's Finale from the "William
g
Tell' Overture," an audience
and a "Roundup" of many
other western favorites. Tickets for
the performance are $3 JO for children, parents and chaperones and
can be obtained by calling the Akron
Symphony office at
sing-alon-

535-813- 1.

WCWS ConcertWatch
Kevin Anderson - Music Director

APRIL
Cleveland State Theatre

Fri., April 10

Joe SampleFreddie Hubbard
Hank Williams Jr.

Coliseum

Sat, April 11

Beau Coop
Ella Fitzgerald
Buddy Guy
Poi Dog Pondering
Steve Miller Band

Empire
Cleveland State Theatre
Empire
Peabody's
CSU Convocation Center
Empire

Sat, April

18

Mon., April 20
Wed., April 22
Sun., April 26
Wed., April 29
Fri.&SaL, May

c

Adrian Belew
Albert Collins
1

:

'

Special to the Voice
This feature album from Coarse of Empire deiigbu the ear as
it does the mind.' Weaving poetic lyrics into a tight eclectic
sound, this group def toes the term geniust or at least to a certain
extent They Jay U on alittle thick, but a debut album always tests
die waters so this can be expected Assimilating a sort of Cult
Ministry sound, this Dallas based group has a penchant for the
whole apocalyptic image. The cover is of coarse, a black and
white picture of some creature in distress. To top it off, they are
s
on Carpe Diem Records.
The first track is indicative of a picture tbey are trying to
delineate. This song starts with a very low monotone voice
saying, "Today wildberriessttfl cling to the vineThough covered
with dust and acetylene." Acetylene is a poisonous, colorless
hydrocarbon used for lighting and in blowtorches,. This is called
poisoning the well. Next comes the obligatory child's laughter,
followed by a childs cry and scream and thei rattling of chains.
The rest sounds like the beginning to Terminator 2, and changes
into Ministry, with young male voices yelling T0ft the title of
this song.
Coming of the Century is also derivative of this theme. Power
chords and sharp; pointed lyrics are strewn throughout this piece.
The music stays within the same general rhythm for the duration,
a quality which becomes a notable instance in the perspective of
the whole album. God's Jig is also good. It begins with some vague screaming.
and move onto actual music. The guitar man is Just totally
digging the distortion. Lyrics reflect the problem, some problem,
,
from its usual source being society,
,
Although it seems easy to criticize this group immedmeif for
such ridiculous observations, seeing that this song is purporting
a negative image ot society rather than attempting to transform it,
the group really believes in the micro affects "macro" phUoso
phy. Unfortunately they spend only two tracks in that direction.
The iirst of those tracks is Peace Child. - An acoustic guitar
gives this song a much more positive feeling, and illustrates that
Course of Empire can do mote than play power chords and
Ministry-typ- e
programming with drills and other implements of
horror.
Sins of the Fathers alsoutilizes the acoustic guitar in which the
singer tells of the environmental task before us.
Thrust is too long. The group seems to like the SOng a great deal
though, and it evidently has a lot of meaning to them. Live the
band hand Out drums and let the audience Join in the tribal
experience, but the thing is that this song has no climax. . Maybe
t is meditation, but listening for seven minute and thirty seconds
could put you to sleep.
Mountains vfihe Spoken does rise and fall as thre title may
suggest Goitar dtstortion'comraences the song, and then another
guitar, synthesizer and cymbals come in. The music U at its best
on this track and rivals Coming of the Century By this time the
yrics begin to annoy, rather than interest; But it i$ the voice Of
the singer that adds so much to this song.. Take away the words,
'
'
'
and this album is not monotonous.
The album ends with the instrumental Dan of the Great
Eastern Sun. Guitar and synthesizer take it away and along with
the recordings of birds and early morning creatures, there ts an
atmosphere of great peace and, of course, The Great Eastern Sun
tself. A hardly palatable ending for a group that begins it's jaded
harangue with talk of blowtorches, death destruction, and veins
'
'
in the teeth.-- ,
U is admirable to $ee a relatively new band come on with such
intensity and powen Let's hope that on their next album, the label
doesn't take it away. Though the album lacks on points of musical
creativity and this droning ideologue, it remains' refreshing to
',
hear such well composed music.
--

PIECES TO BE PERFORMED

Arts

;

&2

Empire

MAY
Aretha Franklin

Front Row (Cleveland)
Cleveland Agora
Empire

Phish
Social Distortion
Eric Clapton
HammerBoyz O MenJodeci
Genesis

Thur., May 7
Mon., May 11
Wed., May 20
Fri., May 22
Mon., May 25

Coliseum
Coliseum

Cleveland Stadium

For ticket information on most of these shows, call the TicketMaster Outlet:
In Akron:
In Cleveland:

(216)

241-55-

55

(216)

945-940-

0
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.
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TRACK & FIHT.D

emuis Rice Classic Deemed Success
Track Stars Keep Themselves Busy on a Saturday Afternoon

Ennst Aonoal
Voice Sports Writer
The stage was set, the athletes
primed, the crowd ready to explode.
There was only one thing left
to do, scrape in the finish-linand who better to do the honors
than the man himself, head coach
Dennis Rice, owner, founder,
and creator of the first annual
Dennis Rice Classic.
The day started off with the
400m relay, or so I heard, I actually hadn't shown up at the track
yet to witness what certainly
must have been a nail biter.
Rice could not be reached to
comment.... nor any of the
e,

or

their

families. ...so leave me alone.

now.

For the 2000m steeple chase
Bill Antel '94 had the fallowing
comment, "Mike won, you know,
Mike Rachita (92). Steve
McMillan (93) was second.
Let's see, who got third? I forget, but I got fourth, make sure
you put that in."
Bill also commented on the
800m run. "Jeff Beck ('92)
won."
I was present to witness the
400m and I am quoted as saying,
"I bet Dan Dickey's (94) going to win. Seriously? You want
to bet? Give me a break, Scott

real meet with Mt. Onion got
cancelled so we had a little
r-team
meet. We won.
The field events drew most of
the crowd's attention. Stellar
performances by Mike Marando
92,PeteHourigan '93, and Mike
Hunter '94 had everyone at the
edge of their seats.
Marando came through in the
clutch surpassing all others with
a 2034" leap.
Jumping in the unattached division was myself and Steve
McMillan. It was a close battle
of twelve and thirteen footers,
then Steve pulled one out of I
don't know where and pled
ahead.
ButSteveandl both know that
if I had brought my jumping

doesn't have

a chance! Ten
bucks? You're on. Come on Dan.
Wait a sec. What the freak is he
doing. Come on Dan, get the
freakin lead out! Dab nammit!
No way man, we didn't shake on
it. No way , get outta here. Look,
I gotta go talk to coach. No! Get
off me. Don't touch me. Stop!

inte-

Ahhhhhh...."
In the 1 10m high hurdles Eric
Rogers '95 jumped the gun and
was disqualified.
He could not be reached for
comment but if he could have
I'm sure he would have said
something like, "Yeah, well, you
know, shit happens."
Oh, by the way, in case you
hadn't figured it out yet. there
were no other teams there, our

shoes, well, I wouldn't be twenty
bucks in the hole right now.
The last event was the co-e- d
mile relay. I had my money on
Eric Rogers team but he freakin
false started again and Scott,
Julia. Jason, and Marya's team
won.
Rice said something after the
race but I don't remember exactly what but I'd put my money
on, I was pleased with the strong
effort put out by all the participants. It was good for the young
athletes to be surrounded by
these top athletes and top facility. It should be a good season."
If you made it this far. you know
this is a sham. Wooster's next real
meet will be taking place today as
they travel north to Oberlin.

It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple Macintosh' Classic" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers
and still find time for what makes college
life

AX3

there will be

real life.

time

.

Ij's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
formatted disks allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.

"Do

In addition to its built-i- n capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade it can be installed in just minutes .
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
. about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.
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participants

believe the 1500m run was
next, in which somebody won,
I'm not sure who but I don't
believe that's important right
I
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For further information contact
Kim Strollo in Taylor Hall, Room 311
Ext. 2245
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Men's Lacrosse Goes into Match
Against O WU with Momentum
up the slack as he recorded a three
goal, five assist performance on his
way to a twenty point week.
The defense was unable to stem the
rush of the Diplomats offense however, as they scored eight second-ha- lf
goals to Wooster's five. "The defense
couldn't stop them," said Clark.
The defense recovered the nextday,
though, on tired legs, as they held the
Quakers to six second half scores, and
allow the Scots to rebound from a 5
halftime deficit.
The twelve goal Swathmore total
was the lowest amount of goals al-

MARCO. SMITH
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

The Men's Lacrosse team has won
two games in a row to restore their
record to .500 this past week at
5-- 5.

victories

Consecutive

over

Swammore and Wittenberg could only
5
loss to
be marred by a tough
11-1-

Franklin and

nationally-ranke- d

Marshall (F&M) Diplomats in a three
game road trip.
The Scots will face their toughest
opponent to date, however, when they
Ohio Wesleyan on
meet
Saturday (2:00) at Carl W. Dale Memorial Field.
Wooster scored only one goal in the
third period in their contest against
F&M after trailing by one at the half.
Penalties also hurt the Scots as they
were put in' the box a total of seven
times in the second half.
Head Coach Tun Clark was pleased
with the effort against the nationally-ranke- d
Diplomats, calling it a "hard
fought game." He did concede, however that the Scots are having trouble
sixth-rank-

6--

ed

lowed by Wooster since Rob
Vosburgh's injury during the St.

Bonaventure game in late March.
The offense was able to find Bennett
again as he scored four goals and
assisted on two others. The Scots also
saw strong midi play from Alan
found the Quaker
Pohoryles '92-w- ho
cage three times, while aiding others
to do the same three more times and
Marcus Pillion '94 who scored twice.
The fatigue affected the Scots dishowever, as they recorded
cipline,
stronger
against
with consistency
fouls. Consequently,
personal
twelve
teams. "We can't put a full game
'
the defense played one fifth of the
together yet," said Clark.
Again, as he was against Ohio State, game a man down, adding to the
of their play.
leading scorer Tom Bennett '93 (37
The Wittenberg contest saw the
goals, 10 assists) was neutralized by
the F&M defense tallying only one return of Travis Moyer '92 in the
absence.
goal-b- ut
Andrew Windsor 94 picked Scot's cage after a two-ye-

-

-

im-pressive-

ness

-

ar

His presence was felt by a Wittenberg
attackmen who on a fast break gave
up his body for the benefit of a marginal Red Raider score. As the ball
was being carried to midfield for the
Mover's unfortuensuing face-of- f,
nate roadblock to open space was
being helped off the field.
Dav id Brewster also returned to

find his

line-mat- es

Bennett and

Windsor around the crease numerous
times as he assisted in four scores, and
put one in for himself.
The Scots completely dominated
the contest as they won eighteen of
face offs, cleared their
twenty-fou- r
zone sixteen times, failing only twice,
and forcing the Wittenberg goalie to
shots.
react to fifty-on- e
Although the Scot's are presently
outofcontentionforpost-seasonpla-

y,

they may have some effect on the
NCAA playoff scenario. "We' now
have the role of spoiler," said Clark,
although optimistically adding,"Who
knows, with a victory over Ohio Wesleyan, anything can happen."
OWU, although ranked sixth nationally, has had an inconsistent season, and may be deflated by their one
goal loss to perennial lacrosse powerhouse, Hobart College, last week.
"Our attitude has gotten much
better. It'll be a good game," said

Clark.

ATHT F.TF. OF THE WEEK
--

Susan Louis: Softball Coach Started Her Running
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Her running career got started on
a fluke, but that never stopped Susan Louis '93 from making her mark
as one of the top distance runners in
the NCAC.
Originally from Kent, Ohio, Louis
began to run seriously when the
high school Softball coach recruited
his players to run, having decided to
form the school's first cross country team.
From there, Louis took control of
the leading pack, finishing off her

MURfeT

4

pFOR COLLEGE
Scholarships, Grants
Financial Aid

&

Guaranteed results
Free Information
(216)

834-905-

6

10 a.rru-- 7 p.rrL,

OR (24 hours)
1-800-USA-1221

Ext-203-

3

high school career with
honors in cross country, and
the mile record and 3200 meter conference championship in track to
her name. Her junior year, she
traveled to China in an international
sports exchange, where she finished
as the tenth American in the 10k
race.
Here at Wooster, Louis has completed four cross country seasons
one as a captain this fall - and she is
all-confere-

nce

--

currently involved in her fourth track
season, also as a team captain.

Commented a teammate, "Susan
never seems to let her own success
get in the way of being sensitive and
supportive toward the team."

Alaska Summer

That success in cross country has
included being named second team
for the past two years.
In track, Louis considers her recent
5:00 clocking in the 1500 to be a
high point in her running career,
and aims to break that time this
all-confere-

nce

season.
When she does, one spectator will
be certain to witness the event. Rain
or shine, Louis claims she can count
on her father to show up at every

meet "One time," Louis recalls,
"my dad was there before any of the
teams had even arrived."
Considering who would be out
there competing, he probably didn't
mind the wait a bit.
s.

Earn $5000month. Free Transportation!

Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services

at

1-206-545-4155

COMMENTARY

Hoosier Hysteria:

In Indiana
Basketball is Life'
LYDIA AMERSON
Voice Sports Writer
Okay, Duke won. Fair and square. I'll admit it
My friends had to keep me away from sharp objects this weekend.
They think I'm crazy, but they're not from Indiana. They don't
understand.
It will be a few weeks, but I'll be okay.
Indiana joined the Union in 1813 but many believe that it didn't
really become a state until 1892 when Dr. James Naismith invented
basketball. It's Hoosier Hysteria that keeps the state together. If you
Hoosier, you know exactly what I'm talking
are a
full-blood- ed

about
In Indiana basketball is life. Now, I'm not saying that people in
other states aren't as crazy about basketball (natives of Ohio,
Michigan, North Carolina and several other states are many times
just as fanatic.) However, I don't believe it is a religion in those
states the same way it is in Indiana.
From the time Hoosiers are able to walk, they are learning how to
dribble. By the time they reach high school, it has become an inbred
way of life. The movie Hoosiers tries to depict the intensity of high
school basketball in the state. The only comparisons to the sensation
I can find around the country are wrestling in some parts of
Pennsylvania, and football in Texas. Football in Indiana is just an
event that happens before hoops season. Anyone who follows the
Colts knows we don't have any football in the state. (Well, except
for maybe that school up in South Bend that imports althetes to play.)
It's not unusual to find high school basketball scores announced
first on the sports section of the evening news. If it's tournament
time, it's sometimes near the front of the broadcast Everyone wants
to know the local scores. In small towns in Indiana, they have
gymnasiums larger than the population of the towns themselves.
Yet on a Friday or Saturday night they are packed with people
coming off the farms to see the games. High school stars are larger
than life, and draw crowds just as if they were college or professional
players. The state athletic association has to keep a very careful eye
on recruiting violations when the kids are in junior high. Some of
the nastiest battles between high schools over athletes have had to be
settled in court
I've even seen small cities identify themselves by the sport:
"Welcome to Mount Vemon. Home of three State Championship
Teams '32, 47 and '65." At my high school we had a basketball
homecoming which was much bigger than the one for football, and,
of course, my graduation ceremony was held on the gym court, and
I picked up my diploma under a basketball hoop.
When it comes to college games, Hoosiers are still fanatics about
the sport, but are split on loyalities. Half the state supports the
spectacular powerhouse of Indiana University, and the other half
likes that school in West Lafyette that begins with a "P." (I'll bet you
can't guess which school I support.) Say what you will about Bobby
Knight with his whips and cancelling of banquets, but you have to
admit that he is successful at what he does. (Although not as
successful as many Hoosiers would like for him to be right now.)
I'm not saying this is all great. Of course, it is wrong that
at times. For example, my high
basketball is
school had a million dollar basketball arena larger than Wooster's,
yet my Calculus class met in the cafeteria because there weren't
enough classrooms to hold all of the classes.
But basketball has unified the state and given it a passion a
passion I believe it can never lose (even if they don't win the NCAA
tourney.) James, thanks for inventing the game. Thanks for giving
Indiana 100 years of life.
over-emphasiz-
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Lady Scots Cruise Sagerman Leads Scolds Resurgence
to Easy 0 Victory
Over Malone
9--

DLNO D1SANTO

Assistant Sports Editor
"He's outstanding.' said Erick
Hagen 93 about pitcher Gerry
Sagermen '92.
Sagermen the ace of the Scots
pitching staff has held the team
together as he has compiled a 6--1
record.
The Scots on the year are
in theNCAC.and
overall and
that they are
signs
showing
are
breaking out of their slump as they
defeated Walsh College yesterday
4 and split two games with Deni-so- n
last weekend.
Sagermen, a native of Olmsted
Falls, has had to fill some big shoes
this year with the departure of the
NCAC Pitcher of the Year, Mark
hasn't
he
and
Weiner,
dissappointed.
"Obviously he's our ace. He's a

CHRIS MACKY
Voice Sports Writer

The College of Wooster
women's tennis team blanked
Malone on Wednesday to up
their record to 6-Playing on home courts for
the second time this season, the
Lady Scots cruised to an easy 0
victory.
Gabriele Wilson 95 at 3
singles and Jill Chokey 95 at
5 singles did not drop a single
game in winning their matches

9-12-

5.

t

9--

6-0.6-

9--

-0.

Helen Shepard '92 and Emily
Fortney '95 at 1 and 4 singles,
respectively, both dominated
f
their opponents by giving up
only a single game in each of
their matches.
Wooster's top singles player Helen
Allison McDowell '93 also Shepard "92 gave up only one game ln
won decisively, 6-- 6-- 2 at 6 HER SINGLES VICTORY DURING THE LaDY
singles.
Scots' 0 win over Malone on
The match at 2 singles Wednesday.
proved to be the most competi
tive of the day. But,Wooster's
Lynn McMaster '92 ended the finish the day's competition and
give Wooster a shut out victory.
singles play by convincingly deKoprowica
Head coach Chris Hart was
feating Malone' s Vicki
pleased with her players after the
The Lady Scots continued their convincing victory, but not simply
superiority by winning all of the because they won so impressively.
She commented, "It's easy to relax
doubles matches.
Wilson and McDowell defeated mentally after winning the first set
Tami Komer and Angie Witner at so easily. I was pleased that we
3.6-1.6stayed in our matches mentally unby
followed
til the end."
Fortney and Chokey
The Lady Scots head into North
dropping only three games in their
6-6-Coast Athletic Conference compestraight set victory
Shepard and McMaster cruised tition on Friday when they travel to
to a 6-- 6-- 3 victory at 1 doubles to Allegheny.
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great pitcher and he's very
consitent," said catcher Mark
McKinney 93.
Sagermen relies on a three pitch
arsenal which includes a fastball,
forkball. and a straight change.
His biggest asset is his forkbalL
He gets ahead of the batter with the
fastball and he gets them out with
the forkbalL' said McKinney.
Sagermen's stats stand on their
own. He's 6-- 1 with five complete
games. His lone loss came against
Aquinas, March 12, since then he
has won five straight Sagermen's
ERA stands at 3.19, as he has
worked 48 innings and has struck
out a team high 32.
"He's a great competitor. He
battles hard everytime he goes out,"
said McKinney.
Sagermen's biggest asset, though,
is when he just takes the mound
because the Scots haven't had an

other pitcher win a game .since
March 17, when John Ramsier '93
beat Skidmore. 15-"I don't think of it as added pressure. I just go out there and give
100," said Sagermen
This was evident when Sagermen
helped the Scots break a four game
losing streak by beating Denison 1
in the first game of last weekends
doubleheader.
Sagermen threw a three hitter
against the Big Red while pitching
a seven inning complete game.
Sagermen struck out six and gave
up one unearned run.
"The win fej t good . I had a couple
of outings against Case and Ohio
Wesleyan that I didn't pitch well
and won. I got stronger as the game
went on," said Sagermen on his
performance.
The Scots sleeping bats have finally awaken, as they struck for
three homeruns. The first came in
the first inning when first basemen
Chris Cingolani '94 hit a two-ru- n
homer with Matt Vinler '94 on base.
McKinney followed with a solo
shot in the fifth inning. "I wanted to
attack the balL I want to hit the ball
hard," said McKinney
Then Hagen hit a two run homer
with John Tomlinson on second, in
the sixth that gave the Scots a 1
victory. "He went up 0 and I was
sitting on a fastball," said Hagen.
The pitching staff has anchored
the Scots this year. The staff is deep
in talent but short on luck.
The unluckest man in Wooster
maybe Jeff Woller'92. Woller is 0--4
on the year but hasn't recieved the
run support,
Woller the Scots number two
starter, is second on the team with
31 strikeouts on the year.
2.

5--

5--

2--

Additional 10 Discount
From 8 p.m., Easter Sunday.
5--

Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Easter Dinner.
Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m. - 1 1 a.m.
1 1:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Reservations Suggested (216)
Student Discount

264-234-

1

9--

2--

Continued on Page 15
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"Woller has had bad luck all his
careeer," said Hagen.
Woller again was a victom of lack
of runs as the Scots lost the second
game of the doubleheader last weekend, 0--4.
The Scots though could be showing signs of breaking out of their
slump evident by there 4 victory
over Walsh College yesterday.
"It was a good win on the road.
We had ten hits. We finally pitched,
fielded, and hit on the same day,"
said Matt Burdette who went2-for-- 2
on the day.
Sagermen again pitched a fabulous game. He pitched eight innings giving up four runs and eight
hits. "We are a different team when
he's (Sagermen) on the mound,"
Burdette said about Sagermen's
performance.
The Scots continued to swing hot
bats. Against Walsh the Scots
pounded out ten hits including two
more homeruns from Cingolani and
McKinney.
The Scots took control of the game
early as Cingolani hit his fourth
homerun of the season giving the
Scots a 0 lead. The Scots struck
again when Hagen singled, in the
fifth inning, with bases loaded, driving in two runs. The Scots blew the
game wide open when McKinney
hit his third homerun of the season
in the seventh inning giving the
Scots a 9--0 lead going into ninth.
The Cavaliers scored four runs in
the bottom of the ninth to make the
score look respectable.
The game against Walsh marked

FLAIR
346 E. Bowman St.
Wooster, Ohio
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Scots in Matches Against

Scote Repeat as NCAC Champions

Earlham and OWU
j
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CARISSA CONNER
Voice Sports Writer
The Wooster women's lacrosse
team suffered two disappointing
losses away from home this week.
The two losses dropped the Lady
and 4
Scots overall record to
in the NCAC conference.
The first was a 7 loss to the
Earlham Quakers on Saturday. The
Lady Scots got off to a slow start
against Earlham scoring only three
goals and allowing ten in the first
half.
The second half proved much
more productive for Wooster as
things started to come together and
the passing improved. The Lady
Scots dominated the second period.
They controlled the ball and were
shooting 50 percent, but they still
couldn't catch Earlham.
Tammy Barnes '93
and Martha Lange '92 played well
in the second half and helped close
the gap with Barnes' four goals and
Lange's three. Four goals away
was the closest Wooster could get
to the Quakers.
Earlham continued scoring, and
while Wooster held them to seven
goals in the second half and
scored twelve of their own, the
1- -5

1--
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of the 1992 NCAC Champion men's volleyballteam.

DINO DISANTO
Assistant Snorts Editor
"We had our sights set on winning
the Championship from day one,"
said captain Chris Mackey of the
Fighting Scots NCAC Championship in men's volleyball.
For the second consecutive year the
men's volleyball team wrapped up
.

the NCAC Championship by defeating Ohio Wesleyan 15-- 8 and 15-- 1 1.
The Scots ended the year with a
13-- 5
overall record going into the
playoffs. The playoffs were held at
Timken Gymnasium, last Sunday.
Five teams took part. Included in the
group were Earlhara, Case Western,
Ohio Wesleyan, and Ken yon.
In the pool play the Scots beat
Case Western and Earlhara twice.
They split with Ohio Wesleyan and
dropped two to Ken yon.
After the pool play the Scots were
tied with the Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan and the Spartans of Case Western.
The Scots took on the Lords of
game
Kenyon in the first semi-finand Case Western played Ohio Wesgame.
leyan in the second semi-fin"In general we've always had
problems with Kenyon. Iwasaliole
scared because we had dropped two
games in a row to them earlier ."said
al

al

Myers.

play defensively," Myers said.

The match against Kenyon was
the most exciting of the whole tournament as the match went three

With the score tied at 16, the Scots
were serving. "In rally scoring you
usually don't want to be serving,"
Myers added.
6
The Scots got the victory
when Brekke Jacobson "93 and Paul
Nielson "95 combined on a block. "It
was the most exciting moment of the
whole season even more exciting
than anything from last year," Myers
said.
"It was a big block, a strong side
block," said Erik Online '93 on the
game winning play.
"The fans were great They were
really supportive and they made a
big difference," added Mackey.
The championship game pitted the
Scots against the Bishops. "I was
relieved because we could deal with
them (Ohio Wesleyan) better than
Case Western," Myers said
"We lost to them in pool play and
we were trying to redem ourselves,"
Mackey added.
"I new we were good enough to do
it , but wasn't sure if we would,"
Myers said
The Scots, carrying over the momentum from the Kenyon victory,
handily defeated the Bishops leaving the Scots with two NCAC Championships in two years.

games..

The first game we won pretty
easily ," said Myers.
The second game saw the Lords
bounce back and win
"Going into the third game I didn't
like the fact that they had taking
early leads in every game," said
13-1- 5.

Myers.

The third game proved to be the
highlight of the Scots long season
which started back in January. The
Lords once again jumped out to an
early 3 lead. The Scots though
fought back behind the play of
Macky, who was the only Wooster
player not to get a rest the whole
tournament.
The Scots came back to take a 4
10-1-

15-1-

lead.

"We really hustled for everything.
We were picking up everything,"
said Myers.
With a 17 point capon every game
and a time limit, the whole third
game was played with rally scoring.
Which allows for a team to score
even when there not serving. "When
you play with rally scoring you don't
want to make any mistakes. You

17-1-

Lady Scots couldn't muster

enough for the win.
On Wednesday, the Lady
Scots travelled to Ohio Wesleyan
with hopes of a better game but
loss.
returned with a
Head coach Brenda Meese explains the game as reverse of
Saturday's: "We played
first half but seemed to fall apart
in the second half."
7-- 16

a-stro-ng

Again, Barnes and Lange
played what was, according to
Meese, probably their best game
of the season, but the Lady
Bishop's goal keeper was saving
just about everything Wooster
shot (77 percent). In fact, the
Lady Scots out shot Ohio Wesleyan 18-- 1 1 in the first half, but
finished the period down
Meese talks of "a lot of bright
spots," and says, "the cutting,
catching and throwing is much
better," but that things are not
consistent.
Ohio Wesleyan came on
strong in the second half, as they
managout shot Wooster
ing another ten goals, and holding the Lady Scots to only four
goals.;
3-- 6.

19-1- 1,

The Lady Scots will be at home
this weekend to host Oberlin on the
Cindy Barr field at 1 pm.

Scots Swinging Hot Bats
Continued from Page

14

the end of a ten game road trip
and the beginning of a 1 1 game

homestand.
"Were at home now, I think
that will get us over the hump,"
said rightf ielder Matt Yates '93.
The key to the rest of the Scots
season will be consitency. The
Scots seem to be settling on a
lineup but are still tinkering
with it with Scott Collins '94
their lead off hitter just returning to the lineup.
Collins leads the team in runs
scored and is batting .339 on
the year. When Collins is absent Vincler has taken over at
secondbase. Vincler is the Scots
second leading hitter with a .375

average and has finally settled
down defensively.
With Vincler at second Jim
Warga '94 has stepped into the
shortstop job. Warga has been
the Scots best defensive

Hagen has been moved to third

base, were he has been swinging a hot bat. Hagen has hit 3
HR and has 18 RBI's.
Rounding out the infield is
firstbasemen Cingolani, the
only Scot player to start all 22
games at the same position.
Cingolani leads the Scots with
4 HR's and 20 RBI's.
The Scots outfield seems to
be stable with John Tomlinson
'94 in centerfield. Tomlinson
has been the nicest suprise of
the year as he leds the team
with a .378 average. Matt Yates
seems to be holding down the
rightfield job as he is starting to
break out of his hitting slump.
Holding the outfield together
is leftfielder Matt Burdette '92.
Burdette is third on the team
with ten RBI's and is hitting. 328.
The Scots take on the Pioneers
of Malone College this afternoon at 3:30 at Art Murry Field.

.
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BooMes Teams Come Alive inn

Wooster
Rebounds to
Grab First at
Muskingum
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
After a disappointing
Wooster Open the Saturday
before the Wooster golf team
rebounded strongly to dominate the Muskingum Invitational last weekend.
The Scots posted a score of
294, a comfortable seven
strokes ahead of the nearest
competitor. Otterbein (301).
The Invitational boasted a
field of 17 teams, including
nationally-ranke- d
NCAC rivals Wittenberg and Ohio
Wesleyan.
Wittenberg finished the
competition in fourth, a full
10 strokes behind Wooster.
and Ohio Wesleyan ended up
in the fifth spot, 1 1 shots back.
Also in the field representing the conference was Deni-sowho finished in eleventh
place, and Kenyon, who finished seventeenth.
Dave Mottice '92 turned in
the second highest individual
score of the invitational with
a 70 to lead Wooster. Close
behind was Scott Miksch '92,
who came through with a 72,
tying him for third place in
the competition.
Randy Pitts '93 and Ken
Gude '95 completed the

Scots Pull Through Under
Pressure After Early 4--2 Deficit

Mottice put it simply,
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"Things just happened to
come together for us."
The Scots will once again
play host when teams from
around Ohio travel to
Wooster to play in the Parlor
Invitational today and Saturday.
The Invitational will be
played on the Wooster Country Club golf course, located
along the west end of Wayne
Avenue.

ally-rank-
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Scots' performance with
scores of 75 and 77, respec-

four, turned in a respectable
score of 80.

opponent and a smart
match by Jason Gindele '94 at the
Voice Sports Writer
fifth spot, singles on the whole was
On a breezy Tuesday it was 2
poor.
leading.
was
after singles. Kenyon
Doubles was another story. All
Wooster had to win all three doubles
three teams came out with a
to defeat the Lords.
that had been lackAn insurmountable task, right?
ing in previous matches.
What happened shocked everThe difference in play was exyoneespecially those who had bet
tremely noticeable, especially bethat Wooster was sure to lose.
Why would anyone have put their tween partners.
Dan Rosenbaum '92 said of Anmoney on the Scots to win even one
thony
Kenyon?
Fernandez '92 play after their
At
doubles match against
win
at 2 doubles,4 Anthony played
last year's Conference final (against
the Lords) Wooster, ahead 2 after the doubles match of his life."
At 3 doubles, Eric Hicks '92
singles, blew all three doubles
gave the same accolades to his partmatches and lost the Championner, Gindele. Gindele returned the
ship.
What would the odds makers have compliment and remarked. "We've
said about Wooster's doubles' finally learned how to play doubles."
n
and James Weaver
chances? Twenty to one? Eighty to
'94 were both able to complement
one?
other as they both gave speceach
Wooster
to
on
$20,000
put
Til
tacular performances in dominatwin all three doubles against Kening a strong 1 Kenyon doubles
yon."
The bookie laughs in your face, "I team.
Head coach Hayden Schilling
hope that's not next year's
tuition...Look, kid, I can't let you could be seen in every comer of the
courts, fidgeting and fretting as his
do this."
Not to worry. Your money was team put themselves in the hole
safe Tuesday. Wooster came out of after singles. After seeing years of
doubles without the loss of a single poor doubles from Wooster teams
Everyin the past, it was hard to foresee
set and won the match
one was stupefied. Kenyon couldn't this year's Scots coming back to
is writing a sweep doubles and conquer Kenbelieve it. Time-Lif- e
yon.
new mystery book about iL
The comeback win hinted at a
Kenyon has always been the thorn
in Wooster's side kind of the snag new era of Wooster doubles, an era
that Schilling has undoubtedly been
in the kilL
waiting for since he first started
13th
This year they were the
ranked team in Division III. The coaching at the College.
But a match the previous weekScots needed a win over them to
increase their chance for a national end did not prove to be as spectacutournament bid and to improve their lar as this one.
On Saturday, doubles did not
seeding in this weekend's huge
come through in fact they all lost
GLCA tournament.
in three sets. The awful weather
The win over Kenyon was especially uplifting in that the Scots won that day forced the match inside and
University of Toledo was the oppothe match even though a lot of the
singles performances were less than
nent The outcome was a 2 loss
which should have been a win for
desirable.
Despite a wonderfully played Wooster.
Toledo simply overpowered the
match at 2 singles by Warren
n
'94. over a nation Scots, winning easy points by blast- -

J. CATMAN

n.

Darren Schubert '94,
though not in the team's top

Keeyoe

Wie Over

-

7--
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Wooster's top singles player Anthony Fernandez "92 hits a backhand
during the scots narrow 4 victory over conference rival kenyon
Photo by News Services
on Tuesday.
ing heavy serves. All the singles in Kalamazoo, where the success of
5--

matches were close but Rosenbaum the season can be augmented tenand Fernandez had the only wins of fold if Wooster can come out with
some big wins.
the day in singles.
procertainly
The GLCA tournament will boast
The loss to Toledo
Kenyon
five nationally ranked teams, invided the spark for the
Kalamazoo. A
cluding
match. It showed Wooster's competitiveness at a higher level. It strong showing will force the nagave doubles teams additional contional committee to take a good
fidence and revealed areas that look at the Scots when the time
comes for bids to the NCAA tourneeded improvement.
Sunday
Monday
and
Practices
nament to be given ouL
Following the GLCA tournament,
were utilized for such improveWooster will travel to Ohio Wesments, i.e. serving and
leyan on Tuesday.
This was noticeable on Tuesday
The next home match will take
Wooster was ready.
The look now is to this weekend place next Saturday against Oberlin.
top-rank-ed

tie-breake-

rs.

